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TheView fromVentress
News from the College of Liberal Arts

At Your Service

College contributes valuable resources to state

A

s Mississippi’s flagship liberal arts university,
The University of Mississippi’s mission is to
serve the state, as well as teach and conduct
research. The College of Liberal Arts fulfills the service
part of the mission through instilling the importance
of service to its students and by lending its expertise
beyond the confines of the university.
“Members of the College have always made contributions to our local community and region,” said Stephen Monroe, assistant dean of the College of Liberal
Arts. “Chancellor [Dan] Jones has reminded us that
such efforts are central to our mission. We’re taking this
reminder seriously—not just because he’s chancellor—
but because we agree with him.”
Jones launched a campuswide campaign promoting
service as the central theme of his administration and
talked about transformation through service during the
week of his inauguration in April.
“Our university has the position of being the flagship liberal arts university for a state that has dramatic
needs, so I do want us to clearly focus on what we can
and should be doing to not only transform individual
lives, but to transform communities, and I mean community in the broad sense of local, state, nation and
world,” Jones said.
To expand its service learning, the College of Liberal
Arts has been named a host site for the AmeriCorps
VISTA program, a national service program designed to
fight poverty, Monroe said. A full-time VISTA volunteer
will be on hand for one year to help UM faculty and
students develop service projects in the local community.
“We’re pleased to have received support from AmeriCorps,” Monroe said. “A VISTA in the college will
support existing service efforts and facilitate the creation
of new projects.”
In this special section of the 2010 ViewfromVentress, we highlight a few of these many service examples.
One type of service is to the K-12 educational system
and pre-collegiate- age students. As these following
examples demonstrate, many College of Liberal Arts’
faculty members reach out to younger students, their
teachers and school administrators.
Subject: Matter
It’s impossible to see a proton particle with the human
eye, and it’s even harder to explain what a proton particle
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is to high school students, but teachers are learning to
do the latter as participants in QuarkNet offered by the
Department of Physics and Astronomy.
QuarkNet is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy and three
of the world’s leading particle physics research facilities:
Fermilab near Chicago, SLAC near Palo Alto, Calif.,
and the European Center for Nuclear Research (CERN)
in Switzerland. Some 500 teachers are in the summer
program at 44 institutions. UM joined the group in
2001, becoming the only QuarkNet center in Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana and Arkansas. The program is
part of a national effort to increase interest among high
school students in physics, specifically particle physics,
which is the study of the tiny bits that make up all matter.
During the two-day program on March 12-13,
teachers and students worked with UM physicists
Lucien Cremaldi and James Reidy.
“QuarkNet is the science connection teachers have
been waiting for,” said Cremaldi, chair and professor of
physics. “It involves high school students, teachers and
physicists working together on research projects.”
It also encourages teachers to create physics expericontinued on page 8
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Classics Consortium

Dean Glenn Hopkins

F r o m

t h e

D e a n

Service

A

great public university embraces teaching that
helps transform and enrich the lives of students.
A great public university embraces research and
creative work that broadens and deepens our understanding of the natural world and our understanding of
human behavior, thought and experience. And, though
sometimes less prominently, a great public university
also embraces service and looks for ways to use its intellectual capital to solve problems outside the academy.
The College has long been involved in service, and
our special section in this issue highlights the efforts of
four of our departments to address important needs in
Mississippi public schools.
While most of the 20 departments in the College
have been involved in service, we have not been intentional in finding ways to bring the expertise and knowledge of the College to bear on solving problems outside
the academy. We should do so, and, at the urging of
Chancellor Jones, we have begun to think more about
service to the community, state, nation and world, and
how we can work as assiduously, and purposefully,
toward our service mission as we do our missions for
teaching and scholarship.
To identify ways we can help, we applied for, and
were awarded, a grant from AmeriCorp. Beginning in
July, we will be an official host site for AmeriCorps’
VISTA program. A VISTA, or Volunteer in Service to
America, will be working in the College full time to
assist faculty members and departments interested in
developing projects aimed at combating poverty in our
region. I look forward to reporting to you next year on
what we have learned and the plans we have made.
I note that this newsletter, View from Ventress, is
moving more online with a limited printing run. This
will allow us to provide more in-depth coverage of newsworthy events, programs and people in the College.
This move also helps save money in these difficult economic times and contributes toward The University of
Mississippi’s “Green Initiative.” Please visit
www.ViewfromVentress.org for additional news of
the College.
I do hope you enjoy this edition of the newsletter.
Please let me hear from you (662-915-7178 or libarts@
olemiss.edu) if you have comments or questions about
any of the articles in the newsletter. Our success would
not be possible without our friends and alumni, and on
behalf of everyone in the College of Liberal Arts, I express
our deep appreciation for your continuing support.

I

n fall 2009, two UM students along with Molly
Pasco-Pranger, assistant professor of classics, participated in the “Late Republican Literature” course
offered through Sunoikisis, pronounced Sun-oy-kiss-iss,
a national consortium of classics programs organized by
the Center for Hellenic Studies in Washington, D.C., to
provide online classics courses. They were able to participate in the inter-institutional collaborative course that
offered live online lectures by renowned classics professors from around the country, along with an online chat
room for participants.
“Sunoikisis” comes from Thucydides (3.3.1) in reference to the alliance formed by the cities of Lesbos
(Methymna excluded) in their revolt against the Athenian empire in 428 B.C.E. Likewise, this collaborative
program seeks to offer opportunities beyond the capacity of a single program.
“The most important element was the opportunity
to get various viewpoints from professors of different
backgrounds within classics,” said senior classics major

Alex Vega. “Wherever one professor lacked expertise on
some subject, usually another was able to chime in with
an answer or a relevant point.” V

Kelly Wilson named 2010
Elsie M. Hood Outstanding Teacher

Dr. Kelly Wilson

K

elly Wilson, associate professor of psychology, is
the recipient of the 2010 Elsie M. Hood Outstanding Teacher Award.
“This is it,” said Wilson of the honor. “There aren't
any awards the university offers that I care more about.
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None. Teaching is a job I’m honored to have, and to be
recognized as a good one, well, it’s a big deal in my
world. I was surprised, but pleased to the point of tears.
Being useful in this way, it means a lot.”
Raised in a working class family, Wilson was the
first generation in his family to graduate from college.
After earning his bachelor’s degree at Gonzaga University, Wilson went on to receive his doctoral degree from
the University of Nevada at Reno. Both institutions provided numerous teachers who showed that they cared,
he said.
“My history is a history of outstanding teachers,
people who saw things in me that I couldn’t see in
myself,” Wilson said. “It’s now my job to see things in
my students that they can’t see, and it’s my way of saying ‘thank you’ to the people who did that for me.”
Students notice that commitment.
“Dr. Wilson is a teacher that cares. He makes the
most of his opportunity to mold young minds and push
them toward a greater good,” said one student. V

www.viewfromventress.org

Centers fulfill university mission
of teaching, research and service

T

he College of Liberal Arts fulfills the tripartite
mission of teaching, research and service primarily through its departments and programs, but
the College centers and institutes also make valuable
contributions to this mission. The College welcomes
three new centers, each of which supports a different
aspect of the mission: the Center for Writing and Rhetoric teaches students the art of writing well; the Center
for Civil War Research is a focus for research and public
discussion on that important event in American history;
and the William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation provides outreach to help mend our social divisions
on race.

Center for Writing and Rhetoric
To meet reaccreditation requirements of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, the university
identified a student learning outcome to enhance over
the next five years–student writing.
To better meet students' writing needs, composition
courses will be organized by the new Center for Writing
and Rhetoric and the Writing Center will be expanded.
Robert Cummings, the center director, has met with faculty from across campus to completely rework the freshman composition sequence. So far, curriculum
committees are adopting new textbooks, creating a
library of writing assignments, writing a best practices
guide and rethinking every aspect of those courses so
that they support new program outcomes beginning

fall 2010.
“We're looking to adopt a new online portfolio
package, revise our placement procedures, enhance our
training and support of current teachers, develop standardized peer review and support faculty who want to
enhance their students’ writing experiences," said Cummings. “Every day I strive to earn the respect of all university faculty by helping them to improve the teaching
of writing across the campus.”

Center for Civil War Research
For over a decade, associate professor of history John
Neff has been bringing the most renowned scholars and
enthusiasts together in search of a more thorough understanding of the events and memory of America’s bloodiest conflict. Thus far, his efforts have yielded four annual
symposiums, several public lectures and the creation of
the Center for Civil War Research.
“We hope the center will serve as a forum, one that
will provide the opportunity for the exchange of ideas
and interpretations among historians and the general
public,” Neff said. “The center should be a place where
people of all levels of interest can explore the Civil War
in meaningful ways.”
In conjunction with the history department’s annual
Porter Fortune Symposium, the center will sponsor a fall
conference focusing on topics related to the coming of
the Civil War and the war itself.

William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation
Established in 1999, the William Winter Institute for
Racial Reconciliation was welcomed into the College of
Liberal Arts last year.

These students participated in the One Mississippi Project.

The institute has accomplished much important
work, including helping to create the Mississippi Civil
Rights Education Commission to implement Senate Bill
2718 that makes civil rights education in Mississippi’s
public schools mandatory; fostering One Mississippi, a
student-run coalition that promotes social integration at
UM; and supporting Neshoba County residents in their
creation of the Philadelphia Coalition that pushed for
the prosecution and conviction of Edgar Ray Killen for
the murder of three civil rights workers in 1964.
Now the Winter Institute has been challenged by
UM Chancellor Dan Jones to broaden its work beyond
Mississippi.
“The University of Mississippi desires to be a leading force for reconciliation around the world,” he said.
“We offer ourselves not as experts but as fellow pilgrims
on the pathway to reconciliation.”

Other Centers that Report to the College
Center for Archaeological Research

Public Policy Research Center

Mississippi Geographic Alliance

Center for the Study of		
Southern Culture

Center for Population Studies

www.viewfromventress.org

George McLean Institute for
Community Development
Southern Foodways Alliance

Social Science Research Laboratory
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Learning Leadership

A

rtair Rogers, a public policy leadership and sociology major, has had the chance to put what he
has learned into practice as Associated Student
Body president and is prepared for future leadership.
A Trent Lott Leadership Institute Scholar, Rogers said
he has always been interested in public policy.
“I realized that everything I am interested in is related to policy,” he said. “I’m very interested in health care,
and I feel like the best way that I can promote change
within the health care arena is through public policy.”
“Artair’s sociology major prepared him to examine
the root causes of social problems,” said Ross Haenfler,
associate professor of sociology. “His interest in preventive health care led him to study the social causes of
childhood obesity and, in the conclusion of his honors
thesis, helped him formulate policy solutions.”
Rogers credits his public policy leadership major
with teaching him how to influence people positively.
“The major has shown the different avenues that one
could take to promote change on a broad level that
affects a lot of people,” Rogers said.
Eric Weber, assistant professor of public policy leadership, has worked closely with Rogers.
“Artair is a clear thinker and a persuasive speaker,
qualities that I believe he refined further in our program,” Weber said. “He is an exemplary student who
shows what happens when you combine individual initiative, a strong curriculum and a competitive yet

Artair Rogers

encouraging community of peers. Artair will go far.”
Haenfler agreed. “Artair is one of the most remarkable students I’ve had the privilege of working with. It’s
a bit disconcerting to be teaching someone you think
will probably one day be your governor.”
In addition to being ASB president, Rogers interned
for the William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation, was an Ole Miss Ambassador and a member of the

Chancellor’s Leadership Class. He was a recipient of the
Outstanding Student Award in the statewide Higher
Education Appreciation Day, Working for Academic
Excellence (HEADWAE) and an organizer for
UMSFUSION (UM Students Facilitating Unity and
Service in Our Neighborhood). He was recently
inducted into the Ole Miss Hall of Fame. V

Prepared to Care
Philosophy major heads to medical school

R

yan Speights, a philosophy major from Hattiesburg and member of the Sally McDonnell
Barksdale Honors College, combined his interest
to serve with the medical field.
“Ryan is very serious without taking himself too
seriously,” said Robert Westmoreland, associate professor
of philosophy. “In the course Biomedical Ethics, for
example, he was intensely interested in the issues; it
wasn’t just an academic exercise to him. I could tell he
cared a lot about problems he might face as a physician,
but he doesn’t have a self-important bone in his body.”
“I majored in philosophy in order to acquire sharp
critical-thinking skills that would be broadly applicable
throughout my life,” Speights said.
Those skills have already benefitted Speights in
focusing his future in health care. His interest in serving
others through health care came from his parents who
are both in medicine, a mission trip to Colorado and a
summer spent shadowing physicians at North Mississippi
Medical Center in Tupelo.
“There, I felt the burden that I am needed in prima-

ry care,” he said. “I synthesized
these experiences to learn that I am
sensitive to the physical needs of
the people in my community, and
that I'd be most happy bringing
them peace through good health.”
His academic accomplishments
were rewarded with the Louis Pojman Memorial Council Scholarship in philosophy.
“We were happy to have Ryan
as the first recipient of the Louis
Pojman Memorial Scholarship,”
said William F. Lawhead, chair and
professor of philosophy. “Ryan
exemplifies all the traits we were
Dr. William Lawhead and Ryan Speights in Bryant Hall
looking for, which are intellectual
and academic excellence, moral sensistructive in shaping the person I am today, and I was
pushed to succeed in the classroom and return service to
tivity and a sense of service.”
“My Ole Miss experience was truly amazing,”
my community. I learned to embrace different perspectives and at the same time cherish tradition.” V
Speights said. “I made friendships that have been con-
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14th UM Truman Scholar focuses on education

L

auded as "change agents," Truman Scholars are
undergraduate students who have the passion,
intellect and leadership potential to improve
the ways that government and other entities serve the
public good. The Truman Scholarship Foundation
has recognized Chelsea Caveny, a junior public policy
leadership major from Hattiesburg, as having just that
sort of potential, naming her as the university's 14th
Truman Scholar. Caveny, a student in the UM Sally
McDonnell Barksdale Honors College, gets $30,000 for
graduate school.
A Lott Leadership Scholar, finalist for National
Youth Advocate of the Year and National Forensics

League Academic All-American, Caveny was offered
an internship with the Clinton Foundation in New York
City last summer. Instead, she opted to work with
the Sunflower County Freedom Project, where her
understanding of education reform and community
development expanded in a way that textbooks could
not provide.
"Public education in the state of Mississippi is failing its students," Caveny said. "These failing public
school systems and the divide among races have resulted
in failing communities. Without equity, communities
cannot develop. I want to lead a comprehensive
approach through community organizing, public and

private partnerships and innovative approaches that will
improve public education in Mississippi while uniting
and rebuilding communities."
As a Truman Scholar, Caveny hopes to participate in
the 2011 Washington Summer Institute, where she'll
work for the U.S. Department of Education and explore
funding opportunities to help bridge educational disparities in rural America. She plans to use the Truman
Scholarship to earn joint master's and law degrees
through the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs
at the University of Texas, then hopes to return to the
Magnolia State to be part of the Mississippi Teacher
Corps for two years. V

Chelsea Caveny (left) and Anna Hailey win prestigious scholarships.

Goldwater Scholar researches alternative energy sources

A

nna Hailey, a senior from Muscle Shoals, Ala.,
earning three degrees–Chinese, chemistry and
chemical engineering–is the eighth UM student
to receive the prestigious Goldwater Scholarship since
2000.
"I was very happy and excited to learn I had
received the Goldwater," said Hailey, a member of the
Sally McDonnell Honors College. "This scholarship will
help pay for my fifth year of college, which I need to
complete my three degrees. Then I hope the Goldwater
will help me gain admission into graduate school so I
can continue my studies."
Hailey plans to earn a doctorate in chemical
engineering or environmental engineering so she can
continue research on alternative energy sources. She
credits UM faculty and staff across many disciplines for
giving her a solid foundation for her future career path.
Faculty members in Hailey's major fields of study

www.viewfromventress.org

boast of her academic achievements and dedication.
"Anna has distinguished herself from other students
in academic performance, research accomplishment,
community and professional services, vision and personality," said Wei-Yin Chen, professor of chemical engineering. “The Goldwater Scholarship will be an
enormous encouragement to her career preparation."
Hailey worked with Chen’s lab in the development
of new photocatalysts for controlling carbon dioxide.
This research promotes collaboration between Chen’s lab
and that of Nathan Hammer, assistant professor of
chemistry.
“We are interested in photocatalysts that can reduce
carbon dioxide into usable energy forms such as methane or ethanol. This creates new fuel sources while at
the same time eliminating potentially harmful carbon
dioxide,” said Hammer. “Anna works on making the
photocatalyst in Chen’s lab and performs the actual

Fall 2010
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photocatalysis in my lab. She has excelled in the research
laboratory and possesses the aptitude to become an
accomplished career scientist.”
Hailey’s third degree is in Chinese, which became
immediately useful last summer as she became the university's first exchange student with the Institute for
Thermal Power Engineering at Zhejiang University in
Hangzhou, China. While there, she joined Chinese
researchers in their work on carbon storage and sequestration methods.
“Anna’s solid command of Chinese language and
deep understanding of Chinese culture will no doubt
make her a truly global professional for the 21st century,” said Yi Lin, assistant professor of Chinese and curriculum director of the UM Chinese Language Flagship
Program. V
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Tiny Particle, Huge Implications
Physicists make strides in finding Higgs boson
Photo printed with permission of Fermilab's Visual Media SNC

F

inding the undiscovered Higgs boson and the origin of mass is like finding a needle in a very large
haystack. Measurements by UM physicist Breese
Quinn and his research team made that haystack smaller
than ever before.
Quinn is among 600 researchers worldwide
involved in the D0 (pronounced “DEE-zero”) experiment at Fermilab’s Tevatron, a proton-antiproton collider in Batavia, Ill. For 40 years, the Tevatron has been
the world’s most powerful accelerator, colliding particles
at two trillion electron volts (TeV) of energy since 2001.
The Tevatron brings particles up to their maximum
energy and steers them around a 4-mile ring into collision, and experiments (such as D0) use massive particle
detectors to record and analyze the collision debris.
“At Fermilab we produce teeny, tiny amounts of
antimatter all the time,” Quinn said. “When these particles of antimatter collide with matter, an explosive
energy is generated for a few split seconds.”
By splitting protons, researchers create conditions
like those that existed earlier than the first billionth of a
second of the universe. Theoretically, such experiments

D0 experiment collaborators

may lead to an understanding of
what are the basic building
blocks of creation and how they
fit together.
“For years, particle physicists
have been trying to answer fundamental questions, such as
‘Where does mass come from?’,
‘Are there extra dimensions of
space?’, ‘What is dark matter?’” Dr. Breese Quinn
Quinn said.
His work addresses the origin of mass. Physicists
think everything gets its mass from the Higgs boson.
But the Higgs is closely related to a known particle, the
W boson. Precisely measuring the mass of the W narrows the Higgs search, sort of like reducing the size of
the haystack you have to search to find the needle.
Quinn and his colleagues are leading this measurement
on D0, where they recently published the world’s most
precise W mass measurement. Basically, they closed in
on the Higgs and the origin of mass more than ever
before. V

Doctoral research student to attend
international event with Nobel laureates

W

hen 62 Nobel laureates from around the
world gather this summer in Lindau,
Germany, Shana Stoddard, a graduate student in chemistry will be there. She is among 77 young
U.S. researchers (500 worldwide) chosen to participate
in the Lindau meeting. As a separate recognition,
Stoddard is among 50 of the 500 students at Lindau
chosen for a fellowship to attend the Euroscience Open
Forum sponsored by the Robert Bosch Foundation in
Torino, Italy.
“I hope to gain valuable insight on how to make
contributions that will benefit society,” said Stoddard,
who specializes in biochemical research. “It is one thing
to do research that gets published and creates new information; it is another thing to do research that generates
positive change in peoples' lives."
Stoddard's research focuses on developing specific
inhibitors for carboxylesterase, an enzyme that catalyzes
chemical reactions, as in activation of the colorectal cancer drug Camptosar. At least two carboxylesterases are
present in humans, one in the liver and another in the
small intestine, both of which can activate the drug.
"We know that a side effect associated with Camptosar, severe delayed diarrhea, happens because the carboxylesterase enzyme in the small intestine activates a
very large percentage of the drug very fast compared to

Shana Stoddard

the liver carboxylesterase enzyme," Stoddard explained.
"The importance of developing specific inhibitors for
carboxylesterase is to control which enzyme activates the
drug. The end goal is to develop a drug that could be
given at the same time as Camptosar and would eliminate the side effect."
Stoddard's dream is "to fix paralysis." She began this
focus in high school after one of her best friends was
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paralyzed as a result of corrective surgery for scoliosis.
"There is a very important connection between my
dream and my current research, which is equipping me
to understand how to develop enzyme inhibitors
through various techniques," she said. "I can take all of
the tools I learn from this project and apply them to
other biological systems." V

www.viewfromventress.org

Art professor featured
in national magazine

P

hilip Jackson, assistant professor of art, was
recently featured in the November 2009 international art publication Art in America. He also
was selected by New York City art critic and guest
curator Peter Plagens as a featured artist in the
Mississippi Museum of Art’s 2009 Mississippi
Invitational exhibition.
“There were 100 or so entries that entered this
show,” Jackson said. “They picked 10 artists of what

[Plagens] thought were the best in Mississippi. It was
really nice to be considered as one of the top professional artists in Mississippi.”
“Unsurprisingly, Jackson’s paintings were very clean
examples of photorealist vanitas,” Plagens said in his
review. Photorealism is the genre of painting based on
making a painting from the use of a photograph. Vanitas is a work of art containing symbols of mortality or
the impermanence of material things. V
‘Follow the Leader"’by Philip Jackson

Theatre arts program
prepares students well

MFA program in creative writing
nears 10th anniversary

S

ince its inception in 2001, the Master of Fine
Arts program in creative writing has yielded an
impressive list of achievements.
It was recognized by Atlantic
Monthly magazine as one of five
“Up-and-Coming Programs” in the
nation in 2007. Students have
published work in a variety of journals, had work anthologized in
“The Best American Poetry,”
broadcast on National Public Radio
and turned into short films. For
five years straight, students have
been published in “Best New
American Voices” and each summer
receive fellowships to conferences
such as the Sewanee Writers Conference. They also have won the
Association of Writing Programs
Book cover of Ray
Intro Award for Nonfiction and several national poetry awards.
“Each time our students or the program is recognized, it is verification of what we’ve already suspected—that our program is doing everything right,” said

‘We are wildly proud of our
students’ successes, and the notice
our program has received is particularly remarkable in that it is
relatively young.’
— Beth Ann Fennelly

www.viewfromventress.org

Beth Ann Fennelly, associate professor of English and
program director. “We’re wildly proud of our students’
successes, and the notice our program has received is
particularly remarkable in that it is
relatively young.”
Fennelly attributed the program’s success to staying small and
selective, attracting the best students and retaining good faculty.
Thus far, 50 students have graduated with MFA degrees in creative
writing. Besides Fennelly, programsfaculty includes fiction writers John Brandon, Tom Franklin,
Gary Short and Jack Pendarvis and
poet Ann Fisher-Wirth. Pulitzer
Prize nominee Barry Hannah, the
first director of the program, died
in March after a lengthy illness.
Each faculty member has received
numerous prestigious awards and
nominations including the Pushcart Prize, Guggenheim Fellowship and the inaugural United States Artist
Fellowship.
In addition to UM faculty, distinguished authors
come to campus as Summer Poet in Residence as well
as through the Visiting Writer Series and Writer-inResidence programs funded by award-winning fiction
writer and UM alumnus John Grisham and his wife,
Renée.
“The success of our MFA program fills me with
pride,” said Fisher-Wirth. “I take great pleasure in
working with all of our wonderful students.” V
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B

esides teaching students the art of acting, dancing and designing, the theatre arts faculty take
on the responsibility of helping students
find work after they graduate.
Rhona JusticeMalloy, chair and
professor of theatre
arts, and other faculty
meet with seniors and
provide trade materials, review perforFrom the theatre production
mance student head
‘Five Women’
shots and discuss what
to do (or not) at auditions, review design student portfolios and discuss how to establish a relationship with
agents.
In May, faculty and select seniors travel to New
York, where the recent graduates benefit from the
department's strong relationship with alumni, and join
students and faculty from Western Kentucky University for an event dubbed “Showcase in New York.”
“Students prepare songs, monologues and scenes.
We rent a space and invite casting directors and agents
to see the students perform, give them feedback and
establish a relationship with [them],” Justice-Malloy
said.
“I really learned a great deal about the auditioning
experience and got great feedback from casting directors and other theatre professionals,” said Pep Speed,
who attended the Showcase in 2008, received his
B.F.A. in musical theatre from UM in 2009 and is
now living in New York City, pursuing theatre roles.
“Thanks to the Showcase, I’ve been able to walk into
auditions and already know some of the people sitting
behind the tables.” V

News from the College of Liberal Arts

S p e c i a l

S e c t i o n

continued from cover
ments to use in their classrooms.
“When I was in college, my teachers didn’t discuss
physics much,” said Kris Sahu, science teacher at
Ridgeland High School in Ridgeland, Miss. “With
QuarkNet, we’re breaking down protons and neutrons
and finding particles. We can really learn about particle
physics, and I can help my students understand how
these things fit.”
Many scientists responsible for recent particlephysics breakthroughs are nearing retirement so it is
important to encourage a new generation of researchers, said James Reidy, a retired physics professor, who
mentors the group with Cremaldi.
“We also hope to help these teachers feel like they
have some ownership in QuarkNet here at UM,” he
said. “They’ve worked in our labs and talked with our
people so when we report new results on a project, they
know what’s going on.”
Working with the researchers helps teachers
develop a real passion for physics, which translates into
the development of enthusiastic students, Sahu said.
Sharing a Love of Music
Helping precollege students develop an appreciation
for and skills in music practically becomes a part-time,

The Summer Piano Discoveries Camp is for students who are entering the 7th to 12th grades and who
play at an intermediate level or higher. The weeklong
camp includes a private lesson, daily master classes,
concerts by guest artists and student recital at the end
of the week.
Julia Aubrey, associate professor of music, created
the Youth Music Theatre Workshop in 1997 as an
educational outreach for the Ole Miss Opera Theatre
Ensemble and to provide music theatre skill development for area youth ages 6-17. Since then, 25 to 45
children have participated in the workshop each summer in preparation for a production on the final day.
In lieu of this year’s workshop, students who successfully auditioned for a part performed in the university’s summer production of “The King and I” at the
Ford Center for the Performing Arts.
“The production of ‘The King and I’ offers a new
level of experience for the children,” said Aubrey.
“They are on stage with professional singers/actors,
university students and community members. This
gives them the opportunity to learn from more seasoned performers and work with a more diverse cast.”
“I believe the arts are a necessary and vital part

Teaching about Asia (NCTA), a multiyear initiative
funded by the Freeman Foundation to encourage and
facilitate teaching and learning about Asia in world
history, geography, social studies and literature courses.
UM’s professors have reached some 200 teachers
through this effort.
“To me, the program is essential,” said Peter Frost,
visiting professor of history and international studies.
“We simply cannot prosper as a nation unless we know
more about the vibrant culture, enormous economic
power and strategic importance of this area.”

Caption

year-round job for music faculty.
“Our faculty is especially involved in area public
schools and state and regional teaching organizations,
making over 150 visits each year to work with middle
school and high school band, choir and orchestra programs, and presenting clinics, workshops and master
classes,” said Charles Gates, chair and professor of
music.
Among its outreach, department faculty organizes
and directs the Mid-South Honor Band, which invites
the best high school band students from Mississippi,
Tennessee, Arkansas and Alabama to a three-day clinic
to improve their band skills.

of a child’s education,” she said. “The experience of
making music promotes creative thinking, problem
solving and cooperation that children utilize in other
intellectual activities. I have seen confidence and selfassurance develop in children’s personalities as they
master musical, theatrical and movement skills.”
Global Approach
For the past 10 years, history professors have conducted workshops around the state to educate secondaryschool teachers about East Asia and help them to integrate these topics into their curricula. They have taught
the workshops through the National Consortium for
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Noelle Wilson, an assistant professor of history,
who has taught the seminars for six years, said that
creating a lifelong awareness of the importance of East
Asia to the lives of Mississippians should begin not in
a university but at the secondary-school level.
“Providing primary, middle and high school students a fundamental understanding of the culture and
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history of China, Japan and Korea during the critical,
impressionable, early years will allow faculty at the
university level to explore these world regions with
greater nuance and sophistication in their classrooms,”
Wilson said.
Sherry Donald, a fourth- and fifth-grade teacher
in Oxford, participated in the NCTA workshop with
Frost and Wilson and recently returned from a trip to
China with the NCTA program. While there, she visited elementary and middle schools and learned new
information to incorporate into her classroom this fall,
including books about China, art supplies and games.
“It’s important to give kids exposure to other
cultures. It’s good for them to know about life outside
of Oxford and for them to be aware of the global
community,” said Donald, who has taught for 40 years.
“The program expanded my personal horizons and
brought new elements to my teaching.”
Behavioral Screening
John Young, assistant professor of psychology, developed the Behavioral Vital Signs (BVS) project in
partnership with the nonprofit agency Mississippi
Children’s Home Services. The BVS is designed to
screen Mississippi schoolchildren for behavioral health
concerns including anxiety, depression, loneliness and
externalizing behaviors.
School screenings use freely available, scientifically supported assessment instruments in an effort to
make these procedures sustainable. All BVS screenings include timely feedback to schools in an effort to
promote local discussion of how to best use the data to
make positive changes in the school environment. The
hope is that integration of mental-health needs and

awareness at the schools’ administrative levels will aid
in increasing student performance, decreasing truancy
and dropouts and positively impacting student
behavior.
The project meets the requirements of Mississippi Adequate Education Program (MEAP) At-Risk
funding expenditures and the state’s Response to
Intervention Initiative (RTI). Approximately 20,000
youth from 100 different schools have participated to
date, with more enrolling for next year.
“Mississippi children are subject to high levels of
poverty, abuse, neglect and, in some areas, collective
trauma brought on by recent natural disaster,” Young
said. “We’re seeing more and more of these children
come to school with higher level of difficulty, and
there is a strong body of research to suggest that this
negatively impacts their educational attainment.”
“As an agency, MCHS firmly believes that emotional and behavioral needs tie directly to academic
attainment, and those needs are underidentified and
going unmet in the school setting,” said Laurie
Heiden, division director of education services at
MCHS and co-director of the BVS project.
“Mississippi, through this project, has the means
of setting [itself ] apart from other states in addressing proactively these unmet needs in Mississippi’s
students, thereby increasing graduation rates and
educational achievement, decreasing suicide rates and
decreasing truancy,” Heiden said. “Having the information the BVS project provides is a step in the right
direction for moving Mississippi forward in becoming
a healthier state—emotionally and physically.”

Other Service
Examples
● The Mud Daubers, a group of advanced student
ceramists, donated 1,000 bowls this year for the
Empty Bowls Luncheon, a fundraiser that raised
$15,000 for the Oxford Food Pantry.
● A member of the Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry serves on the Renewable Energy Subcommittee of the Mississippi Energy Policy Institute,
which promotes a long-term coherent strategy for
developing energy resources in the state.
● Graduate students and faculty in the Department of
English have taught writing classes at the Mississippi
State Penitentiary in Parchman.
● Anthropology faculty and graduate students conduct fieldwork and research for the Mississippi
Department of Archives and History, Mississippi
Department of Transportation, Mississippi National
Guard and Mississippi State Crime Lab.

Biology student develops health program for Hispanics

W

ith a little luck, a lot of determination and
some Spanish, Kaitlin Gilham, a senior biology major from Corinth
and member of the Sally McDonnell
Barksdale Honors College, organized
“Como Cuidar su Corazón” (How to
Take Care of Your Heart), a hearthealth program for Hispanics in the
Oxford community during summer
2009.
Gilham received funding and
equipment from five local physicians, the Baptist Memorial Hospital of North Mississippi and an Honors
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College fellowship. She recruited health care professionals to volunteer their time and expertise. And, UM faculty members volunteered to talk
about nutrition, prepare healthy
versions of traditional Hispanic
meals and demonstrate fun and
inexpensive fitness ideas.
Approximately 16 local residents attended her program, with
eight attending regularly on Friday
nights during June and July. One
of the most rewarding experiences for Gilham came at
the end of the program.
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“One of the participants
came up to me and thanked
me,” Gilham said. “She said
her refrigerator had healthier
things in it; she is cooking healthier for her family, and
she will try to keep doing this. That made the whole
program and all the work I had done worth it.”
Gilham plans to earn a master’s degree in public
health and a medical degree at the UM Medical Center.
She then plans to coordinate more community programs
in Mississippi. V
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College Teaching Awards
Liberal arts outstanding teacher of the year
2009 – Ross Haenfler,
Assistant Professor of Sociology

2010 – Jason Klodt,
Associate Professor of Modern Languages

R

S

tudent teaching evaluations ask, “How would you
rate the instructor's overall performance in the
course?” Jason Klodt's advanced Spanish classes regularly have extraordinarily high percentages of students
responding “Superior.”
“Teaching requires careful planning, of course, but I
am most engaged by the perspectives that students contribute to class discussions,” Klodt said. “Giving students an active role and
responsibility in their education is challenging, but it is enormously rewarding.”
According to peer evaluations, when students make assertions in the classroom, Klodt would challenge them to explain what they meant, and they were
able to do so, said Donald Dyer, chair and professor of modern languages.
“All of this took place in a stress-free environment,” Dyer said. “Students were
totally engaged in the work and eager to learn. He is the best of the best, the master teacher and the students’ advocate.”
“Dr. Klodt is, when the situation calls for it, kind, patient, understanding,
hilarious and stern. He is always unafraid, brilliant and a little bit crazy,” wrote
one student.

oss Haenfler strives to create a sense of community
among his students, which is especially necessary
when class discussions turn toward talking openly
about some of society’s thornier issues.
“My classes tend to push students pretty far out of
their comfort zones,” Haenfler said. “I like to create a
respectful place where we can tackle tough issues. If we’re
talking about racism or sexism, things can get kind of heated, so it helps if we’re
all on the same page in terms of respecting each other.”
The sense of community pays off.
“Dr. Haenfler always integrates interesting ways of teaching into each class
experience. Class is never the same,” one student wrote. “I have never been in a
class where everyone felt comfortable enough to openly talk the way students do
in Dr. Haenfler’s classes.”
“Ross makes sociology come alive by challenging them to apply what they
learn,” said Kirsten Dellinger, sociology and anthropology chair. “He links class
discussions to concrete ways that individuals and groups can make a difference.
Students leave his class feeling empowered, not despondent.”

Cora Lee Graham Outstanding Teacher of Freshmen

In 1984, Cora Lee Graham of Union City, Tenn., established an endowment at UM and directed that proceeds from her gift
be used to “help retain better professors who teach the freshman classes” in the College of Liberal Arts.

2009 – Greg Tschumper,
Associate Professor of Chemistry

2010 – Lou Haney,
Assistant Professor of Art

G

L

reg Tschumper knows he has a reputation for being
a hard teacher.
“I have extremely high expectations, and I let
my students know that from day one,” he said. “I’m pretty
hard on my students, but I do think they appreciate that
they’re being challenged. I’ve found that by treating the students like adults that they quickly shed the high school mentality of ‘It is your job to teach me.’ They realize ‘It is also my job to learn.’”
“Dr. Tschumper also has a very clear understanding of complex chemical concepts and has the gift to explain these concepts in simple language so that his students
do not become discouraged,” said Charles Hussey, chair of the department of chemistry and biochemistry. “He works hard to make his classes interesting and relevant so
that his students want to learn chemistry.”
And in the process, Tschumper helps students battle self-doubt.
“Upon asking me to conduct computational chemistry research with him, I
expressed that I simply was not smart enough,” wrote one student. “He responded
with an answer that will remain with me for the rest of my life: ‘Sometimes determination means more than ability.’”

The View from Ventress

ou Haney thinks of UM as "a little big school"
because it has the advantages of a large university
with the collegiality of a small school. This collegiality is found in her foundational courses in art.
“I get to know my students as individuals,” Haney
said. “I am able to watch them grow and mature throughout the semester and see them evolve as artists during
their college career. Teaching someone to draw is as powerful as teaching someone
to read.”
UM art department chair Sheri Rieth said Haney loves to teach. “Whether
they are students who have never had an art class or those who have some experience, Professor Haney gives each one her time, encourages their efforts and cultivates their curiosity,” Rieth said. “She is kind and respectful yet presses them
toward higher standards.”
“Professor Haney arrives in the classroom ready to go to work," wrote a student. “She is not an easy professor, as she demands us to deliver, but she is fair and
she is thorough. She pushes us toward discovering our own success.”
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History faculty win university-wide awards
2009 ELSIE M. HOOD
OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD
John Neff, Associate Professor of History

B

ringing American history, particularly the Civil
War era, alive in the classroom is John Neff's passion. That passion was recognized with the university-wide teaching award.
“His classes fill quickly because they are informative,
engaging and thought provoking,” said one student.
Another said, “Dr. Neff is an extremely talented instructor who has a deep knowledge and passion for this subject. Each class feels like a conversation rather than a
lecture.”
Neff said his goal is to provide students the opportunity to acquire skills and
tools that will carry them far beyond his classroom. “They come to the classroom
ready to dive in, and that is a really wonderful thing," he said. “I hope to get students engaged in seeking to understand the world around them, to be in a position to be savvy, curious and discerning.”
Neff was also named UM’s Humanities Teacher of the Year for 2009, which is
co-sponsored by the College of Liberal Arts and the Mississippi Humanities Council. As part of this honor, Neff gave a public lecture in October titled “Our Hearts
Were Touched with Fire: The Memory of the Civil War.”

2010 FRIST STUDENT SERVICE AWARD
Charles Eagles, William F. Winter Professor
of History

C

harles Eagles is well-known as a student mentor.
His outstanding commitment to students was
recognized with the 2010 Frist Award, which
recognizes those who provide extraordinary service to
students.
A former student, who failed one of two history
courses taken with Eagles, wrote: “Even though Dr. Eagles failed me in this class,
he always went out of his way to speak to me when he saw me on campus or in
town. He would always stop and talk to me about what was going on in my life,
my plans. He continually reminded me that I should be in the university, that I
should finish and that my poor grade was no reflection on my potential or intelligence. He has always, to this day, made me feel that I was the most important student on campus.”
Eagles said that when Chancellor Dan Jones called, he immediately thought
he must be in trouble.
“When he told me about the award, I was completely surprised,” said Eagles.
“I had never even thought about receiving such an honor for doing my ordinary
work with students.”

2010 Distinguished Research
Award
Charles Reagan Wilson, Kelly Gene Cook
Sr. Chair of History and Professor of
Southern Studies

2009 Faculty Achievement Award
Sheila Skemp, Clare Leslie Marquette
Professor of American History

T

he Faculty Achievement Award recognizes outstanding performance in research, teaching and
service, all aspects of a professor’s career. Sheila
Skemp received this recognition in 2009.
“I find it to be a very humbling experience,” Skemp
said. “When I look at the members of my own department and at other faculty members across the campus, I see any number of people
who are just as deserving of this honor. We all are dedicated teachers, productive
researchers and highly involved in service activities at both the local and national
and, in some cases, international levels. If anything, it makes me want to work
harder.”
Skemp was the first recipient of the Liberal Arts Outstanding Teacher of the
Year in 1985 and continues to receive accolades from students for her teaching.
Her research has resulted in widely acclaimed books on Benjamin and William
Franklin and more recently on Judith Sargent Murray.
“The publication of her most recent book on Judith Sargent Murray by one of
the leading academic presses in America marks it as one of the most significant
pieces of scholarship ever produced by a member of our department’s faculty,” said
Joseph Ward, associate professor and chair of history.
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C

harles Wilson’s list of research achievements spans
decades, continents and organizations, and was
honored with a new recognition, the universitywide Distinguished Research Award.
“This award honors Dr. Wilson for his scholarly contributions and his role in
anticipating, inspiring and facilitating a field of interdisciplinary research known as
Southern Studies,” said Alice Clark, vice chancellor of research and sponsored
programs. “Dr. Wilson's scholarship–Southern religion, memory and culture–has
elevated observances of life in the South to an area of academic inquiry.”
Formerly director of the Center for the Study of Southern Culture, Wilson is
co-editor of the first important scholarly collection on religion during the Civil
War, a revised edition of The Encyclopedia of Religion in the South and the forthcoming Mississippi Encyclopedia project. Wilson was also a primary scholar in the
Religion and Region series and Southern Spaces online documentary project.
“I haven’t received other research awards, thus making this especially meaningful,” Wilson said. “Receiving this award is a humbling experience because there is
so much excellent research going on across campus in so many departments and
programs.”
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Family endowment supports
modern languages faculty

V

irginia Brooks would like to see all students
become bilingual because of the personal and
professional benefits of studying other languages and cultures. To help with that dream, she and her
husband, James, have created the Brooks Family
Endowment in Modern Languages for Faculty Support
with an initial commitment of $50,000.
“I don’t know of any better way of getting young
people interested in studying languages than to recruit
and retain dynamic professors,” said Virginia Brooks of
Atlanta, who earned a degree in French from UM in
1976 and now serves on the College of Liberal Arts
Advisory Board. “The study of languages and other cultures helps broaden our thought processes. In addition,

Scholarship initiative
honors alumnus
for public service

we live in a global community. By becoming fluent in
other languages, our students can be better prepared for
careers.”
The university offers Bachelor of Arts degrees in
Chinese, French, German, linguistics and Spanish, and
students may earn minors in Italian, Japanese and Russian. Intensive instruction is offered in Arabic.
“The Department of Modern Languages is very
grateful for the generous gift from Virginia and James
Brooks that recognizes both Virginia’s and their son’s
positive experiences with French professors in our
department,” said Donald Dyer, chair of modern languages. “It is quite rare for faculty to have such support
opportunities, and we are truly grateful to be the

The Brooks family

[beneficiaries] of the Brooks Family Endowment in
Modern Languages.”
The couple, who own several Ruth’s Chris Steak
Houses, also have purchased a second home in Oxford
to spend more time in the community. V

Anonymous $150,000 gift
builds stronger communities

T

he Brad Dye Public Service
Scholarship Program will
provide financial support for
students to engage in service-learning
opportunities and public service.
Duncan-Williams Inc., an investment banking firm in Memphis, has
committed the first contribution
Brad Dye
toward the scholarship endowment.
“The scholarship is to be given in Brad Dye’s
name to honor his career in public service to his
community, state and nation,” said Richard Forgette, chair and professor of political science. “A
UM graduate, Mr. Dye served as lieutenant governor of Mississippi for three terms. He is the only
person in state history to hold that position for 12
consecutive years.”
Duncan-Williams has established itself as a leader in public service for the Mid-South and beyond.
“Our leadership team and associates are actively
involved in the issues that matter, because these are
our communities,” said Gary Lendermon, vice president of marketing and communications.
The Dye Scholarship Program was announced
at a fall 2009 reception attended by some of Mississippi’s current and former top public servants,
including Lt. Gov. Phil Bryant, U.S. Sens. Thad
Cochran and Roger Wicker and former U.S. Sen.
Trent Lott.
For more information regarding the Brad Dye
Public Service Scholarship Program, contact Dr.
Forgette at 662-915-7401.

caption

A

n anonymous $150,000 gift to the McLean
Institute for Community Development is part
of a three-year $600,000 fundraising effort to
further the work of the institute, which currently has
projects in 30 states.
“We are extremely grateful for this initial gift, which
is the seed money that will allow us to plan for the continuation of the work of the McLean Institute,” said
Vaughn Grisham, director of the institute and emeritus
professor of sociology. “My mentor, George McLean,
began his work 60 years ago, and this gift will help us to
train more leaders to improve their communities.”
Owner and publisher of the Tupelo newspaper from
1934 until his death in 1983, George McLean worked
to improve life for the underclass in Lee County. As a
direct result of his efforts, the county was transformed
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from one of the poorest in the nation to being recognized by the U.S. Department of Agriculture as a leading model of community development.
Toward the end of his life, McLean approached
Grisham, hoping to establish a permanent tie between
his community development work and the state’s flagship university. McLean’s goal was realized a year after
his death, when his widow, Anna Keirsey McLain,
donated $150,000 to establish the institute at UM.
More than 25 years later, the institute has positively
affected hundreds of communities throughout the state,
region and nation, as well as in Canada and Russia.
Through on-site research and the subsequent sharing of
best practices for community and economic development, the McLean Institute is ensuring that those living
in troubled areas can address civic challenges. V
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Retired physician, ‘patron of archaeology’
provides $100,000 gift for three programs

R

etired physician Dr. Van Robinson Burnham of
Clarksdale passed on his love of archaeology and
history to his family and has ensured that others
have the resources to explore and learn from these fields
with a $100,000 gift to UM.
Half of the gift is designated for the Department of
Sociology and Anthropology to honor Jay Johnson,
director of the Center for Archaeological Research.
Burnham also is directing $45,000 of the gift to support
the new Center for Civil War Research and $5,000 to
Ole Miss Track.
“I’ve been planning to provide a gift to Ole Miss for
some time now,” Burnham said. “This gift is meant to
honor Dr. Jay Johnson for his friendship and his great
help with local archaeology. The gift to the new center
honors my Civil War ancestors, including my grandfather and great-grandfather. I also wanted to provide
assistance to track because I follow this sport at Ole
Miss and ran track during my high school years.”
Johnson and Burnham met around 30 years ago.

“Dr. Burnham is a patron of archaeology in Mississippi in the real sense of the word,” he said. “He has
been a major figure in archaeology of the Mississippi
Delta and served on the board of directors of the Mississippi Department of Archives and History for several
decades. This remarkable gift is just the latest chapter in
a lifetime spent supporting archaeologists working in the
region.”
Burnham was named Mississippi Lay Archaeologist
of the Year in 2005 and served as president of the board
of trustees for the North Delta Museum for 23 years.
“We are so grateful for this generous and magnanimous gift,” said John Neff, director of the Center for
Civil War Research. “These funds will not only allow us
to fulfill this year’s plans but also permit us to expand
upon them and carry the center well into the foreseeable
future.”
Burnham graduated from UM in 1941 and earned
his medical degree from Northwestern University in
1943. V

Dr. Van Robinson Burnham with his grandson Denson Hollis

Attorney commits $100,000 to Civil War Library

J

ohn W. “Don” Barrett graduated from UM with a
great appreciation of history and the ability to write
well–both of which have figured prominently into
his successful legal career. Now he’s saluting a professor
who influenced him with a $100,000 gift.
The Lexington attorney is providing the lead gift for
the Harry Owens Civil War Library, which is a key component of UM’s Center for Civil War Research. Owens,
a professor emeritus of history, taught from 1964
through 1998.

‘Dr. Harry Owens helped me
develop a love and appreciation
of history that I have carried
with me for 40 years.’
— John W. Barrett
“When I learned that a Civil War research initiative
was underway at the university and part of it would be a

library collection honoring Harry Owens, I welcomed
the opportunity to give my support,” Barrett said. “I
believe the Civil War has shaped our lives in ways few of
us fully realize, and I feel that it is appropriate to study
this conflict. This is a great initiative for the university
and for the state of Mississippi, as well as a fitting way to
honor a tremendous professor.
“Dr. Harry Owens helped me develop a love and
appreciation of history that I have carried with me for 40
years,” said Barrett. “He also taught his students to write
well, and the writing skills he taught me have impacted
the briefs I have written in my legal career. In turn, I
have passed on these Harry Owens techniques to the
younger lawyers in my firm.”
Owens said, “The Revolutionary War gave us the
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution; the
Civil War started to turn those words into reality. I am
very pleased Don Barrett chose to support the center
through this generous library gift in my honor. I taught
Don and his children, and the Barretts are a great Ole
Miss family.” V

Don Barrett with Harry Owens
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Estate of Holly Springs community leader
provides $500,000 for scholarships

C

reated by a $500,000 gift from the estate of
their son, the late Dr. Alfred Hale of Holly
Springs, the Emmette and Nannie Hale Ole
Miss First Scholarship Endowment will assist students
studying pre-dentistry or music. Al Hale studied music
as an undergraduate at UM, before earning his medical
degree from the University of Tennessee. He practiced
dentistry for four decades and spent a lifetime enjoying
music.
Emmette “Buster” Hale III, an alumnus and retired
chief information officer of the university described
his uncle as a generous man to his family and to the
university.
“He wanted to leave a legacy and honor my grandparents, and he knew how vitally important scholarships

dedication to making our proare to students and the university,” he said.
grams as strong as possible, as
Dr. Hale’s love of music will live
we prepare students for careers
through the new scholarships. Buster Hale
as professional musicians and
said his uncle was a “gifted musician with
educators, provide every student
perfect pitch.” Growing up in Senatobia, he
at the university a chance to
played football in high school and changed
experience music, and serve as a
uniforms at halftime to perform with the
center of musical art and culture
marching band. He dreamed of playing
for Oxford and the surrounding
piano at the Peabody Hotel in Memphis,
mid-South area,” Gates said.
but his father advised him that there wasn’t
The late Dr. Alfred Hale
“We know that continued excela great deal of money to be earned at that
lence and growth in these
position in the 1950s.
endeavors requires the support made possible by the
Charles Gates, chair of music, said the bequest will
good stewardship of benefactors such as the late Dr.
help recruit and support gifted music students.
Hale.” V
“We in the Department of Music are united in our

Couple’s $100,000 gift helps biology students

J

ohnny and Renee McRight remember their undergraduate and graduate school years at UM as some
of the best of their lives. They also recognize that
the fellowships, grants and other opportunities they were
afforded made their graduate degrees and professional
careers possible.
To ensure similar opportunities remain available to
graduate students, the Greenville couple has created the
McRight Biology and Speech Pathology Endowment
with a gift of $100,000. The fund will provide assistance
for first-year graduate students in the two fields.
“We want students to be the best students they can
be,” said Johnny McRight, who earned undergraduate
and graduate degrees in biology. “We know from experience that if your finances are stable, you can focus on
your studies. Renee and I felt compelled to do something to provide deserving students the same opportunities we enjoyed. We also want our university to have the
resources to be competitive in recruiting students.”
Renee McRight operates a private practice in speech
pathology, after earning undergraduate and graduate
degrees from UM in communicative disorders. Johnny
McRight benefited from his experiences in the biology

Renee and Johnny McRight

department, where he became fascinated with plant
physiology. Bailey Ward, now professor emeritus of biology, encouraged him to complement his biology and
chemistry classes with postgraduate studies in
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pharmacology. After graduation, McRight founded his own
company, DeltAg Formulations, which has evolved into a
formulator, manufacturer and
major supplier of soil and
plant biostimulants and
micronutrients.
“We are humbled and honored by the generosity of Johnny and Renee McRight,” said
Paul Lago, chair and professor
of biology. "It is vital to enable
students to focus solely on their
studies without the distraction
of financial worries. The biology department will honor the
spirit and intent of the
McRights’ donation not only by ensuring that the talents and intellect of first-year graduate students are
maximized but also by attracting quality students to
continue the McRights’ legacy.” V
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Pizza and Politics

S

tudents interested in public-service careers had the
opportunity to share pizza and eye-opening conversation with several distinguished visitors this

year.
UM Chancellor Dan Jones, Mississippi Supreme
Court Chief Justice William L. Waller Jr., Secretary of
State Delbert Hosemann and lobbyist Austin Barbour
were special guests for four informal sessions during
2009-10 dubbed “Pizza and Politics.”
The events were hosted in the Department of Political Science by the Alpha Rho Chapter of Pi Sigma
Alpha national political science honor society. Organizers were Landon Kidd, chapter president, and Cy
Rosenblatt, instructor and faculty adviser.
“Political science majors often come to college with
a ‘law school mentality,’ and there’s nothing wrong with
that, but we also wanted to give them a broader view of

the many career
options that are
available,” said
Kidd, a senior
political science
major from
Pontotoc.
Describing the
events, Kidd said
Chancellor Jones
chose a dialogue
format with the
Chief Justice Bill Waller meets with
students to enlightstudents at the UM ‘Pizza and Politics’
en them about
talk in November 2009.
problems in health
care, Hosemann discussed the role of the secretary of
state and issues that he expects to be on the ballot in the

upcoming election, and Barbour talked about legislative
advocacy and political campaigns. Waller spoke about
electing judges and whether justices should be affiliated
with political parties, then visited a class and chose several students to mentor and follow their careers.
“All of the speakers were extremely interested in the
students,” Rosenblatt said. “Justice Waller asked a student from the Delta if she had read the book ‘Rising
Tide.’ She had not and he got her a copy. Another student expressed an interest in law, and Justice Waller
introduced him to a judge in his hometown.”
“The lunches provided a format for some terrific
conversations that allowed students to make connections
between their course work and their career choices,” said
Rich Forgette, chair and professor of political science. V

Alumni board expresses support
for faculty with $130,000 gift

W

hen an enlightened group of UM alumni
leaders partner to improve faculty support
in the College of Liberal Arts, great needs

are met.
Members of the Liberal Arts Alumni Chapter Board
of Directors have personally committed $130,000 to
ensure that long-term resources are available to recruit
and retain outstanding teachers. The endowed gift
comes at a time when the College of Liberal Arts and
the university are emphasizing the need for resources to
undergird the work of professors who define UM’s academic reputation.
“I vividly recall the professor who changed my aca-

demic life. He didn’t convince me to shift majors or set
me on a new career path, but he taught me that exploring very different subjects was exciting,” said Dennis
Moore of Washington, D.C., a board member and deputy managing editor of USA Today. “When Dean Hopkins told a group of alumni that it is difficult for Ole
Miss to match or exceed salaries offered by other Southeastern universities, I thought of that professor and was
convinced that I and others must help financially to
attract and retain the best.”
Cody Giles, development officer for liberal arts,
said, “We appealed to our alumni board to set an example by investing in our faculty, and we are deeply

grateful for their response.”
Other board members are Alon Bee of Ridgeland,
James Herndon of Oxford, Dr. Gene Norris Howell of
Ripley, and Dennis Watts and Deanne Mosley, both of
Madison.
Dean Glenn Hopkins applauded the board’s united
support.
“This initiative is vital to recruiting and retaining
the excellent faculty that our students deserve, and the
board members’ generosity has set us on the path to
meet our goal of an endowment of $2 million. I extend
my heartfelt gratitude to each member of the board.” V
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